
Big ideas/Substantive Concepts 

GEOGRAPHICAL SKILLS 

The use of maps, atlases and globes to know and 
explain more about location and a place. 

Use 4 and 6 figure grid references with precision 
and accuracy. 

Use a compass and map with increasing accuracy 
to navigate courses 

FIELDWORK 

Use the knowledge of a place to plan, record, and 
set up an orienteering course.

Key Vocabulary

Sources 
Cusp Curriculum 

Curriculum Visions 
Digi maps for schools 

Questions (over 7 
lessons) 
Remember: what are 4 and 6 figure grid 
references? How do we use them? 
What is orienteering? How do I orientate a 
map? 
How do I navigate a simple indoor course 
using controls? 
How do I navigate multiple outdoor 
courses using controls? 
How do I navigate a simple outdoor 
course using controls? 

How do I plan and and set up an 
orienteering course? 
  How do I navigate a simple outdoor 
course using controls? 

Y6 Orienteering map 
skills and navigation

Making connections to prior learning

Year 5 - 4 and 6 figure grid references, OS map and fieldwork 
Year 6 Comparison study,  Physical processes, Settlements

Tier 2 Tier 3

Aerial Checkpoint

Appreciate Control

Coniferous Legend

Distinctive Navigate

Participant Orientate

 Randomised Orienteering



Disciplinary Knowledge - thinking like a geographer

Place and space Scale and connection Physical and human 
geography

Environment and 
sustainability

Culture and diversity

What new

vocabulary can you use to 
describe the school grounds?

How could orienteering help 
you understand more about 
how the space in a place is 
used?

How does map work and 
orienteering help you know and 
explain more about distance?

Why is distance and 
connection important in 
orienteering?

How do you use physical and 
human features to help you 
navigate?

How would you connect 
physical and human features 
with the word ‘attack point’?

How can orienteering help you 
get to know the environment?

What footprint does 
orienteering leave on the 
environment?

How could orienteering help 
you see and get to know new 
places?

What places would you like to 
orienteer in? Why is that?


